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MediaTek powers 1.5 billion devices per year, including the popular Peloton bike, Tonal fitness system, Amazon Echo Dot and Sonos Beam. With our technology in one in five homes globally, we’re bringing the latest technology innovations to the brands you love.

#1 For Smart TVs
MediaTek makes theater-quality viewing experiences accessible in the home with cutting-edge imaging advancements.

#1 In Connectivity Solutions For The Broadband, Consumer Electronics, And Gaming Segments
MediaTek delivers fast, reliable connectivity across the smart home with support for the latest wireless technologies including Bluetooth 5.0, Wi-Fi 6 and Wi-Fi mesh.

#1 For Smart Speakers And Voice Assistant Devices
MediaTek brings powerful edge AI processing to a wide range of voice assistants from Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Alibaba, and Baidu.

#1 For Smartphones
MediaTek is ushering in the new wave of 5G smartphones with the latest connectivity, multimedia, AI and imaging innovations.

#1 For Smart TVs
MediaTek makes theater-quality viewing experiences accessible in the home with cutting-edge imaging advancements.

#2 For Smartphones
MediaTek makes theater-quality viewing experiences accessible in the home with cutting-edge imaging advancements.

Tech Tips

- Set up Routines to bundle several actions into a single voice command. With the phrase “good night” you can program your smart devices to lock the doors and turn on your security system.

- Take advantage of geofencing to set up specific actions based on the location of your smartphone, such as having your lights and heater turn on when you get home.

- Your smart TV can serve as a hub for your smart devices, whether you want to check a video feed of your baby in the other room or see who just rang the doorbell.

For more information, visit www.mediatek.com